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PRESENCE: Is it really the X-Factor?
Breaking new ground in systemic coaching & leading
- guided by Harvard-Grant based research Tünde Erdös, Sandra Henson, Grace Kew
When you practice presence, how do you know that your presence is really what is valuable for your
client’s success, growth, development, and healthy functioning beyond coaching sessions? How can you
tell that your coaching presence works?
Conventional practical wisdom as well as some coaching scholars (e.g., Silsbee, 2008; Divine, 2009) hold
that presence comprising the coach’s whole self (i.e., body, mind, and heart) is the coach’s power-house
to support client’s effectiveness in coaching. More recently, literature (Noon, 2018) indicates that coach’s
presence can be associated with client’s successful development in coaching as some relational
phenomenon.
While there is common agreement among scholars and practitioners alike that presence is an important
competence that the coach needs to bring into the coaching room, navigating the sea of presence – the
much-coveted and so poorly understood competence in coaching - can be a challenge. The sea of
wisdom, perspectives about and reflections on how coaches’ presence manifests and how to work with
it creates confusion. Which perspectives to listen to? What practices would be best? What is the essence
of presence?
Most recently, a Harvard Grant-based large-scale international coaching research (Erdös & Ramseyer,
2021, in press) investigated 184 coach-client pairs in video-taped sessions looking into how coach and
client responded somatically to each other effortlessly as an expression of ‘being with each other’ beyond
spoken words, as well as how this mutual responsiveness impacted client’s capacity to feel safe and
navigate challenging moments in coaching on their path toward goal attainment. In a nutshell, the study
explored the way in which the energy emanating from coach and client through their spontaneous
movement influenced client’s progress over time.
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Specifically, this study has found that presence is a complex interpersonal phenomenon in coaching as
a dynamic change process involving emotional depth (Erdös, de Haan, & Heusinkveld, 2020).
Specifically, the study investigating presence as a nonverbal spontaneous responsiveness between coach
and client indicates that presence is not about the coach alone. The study also reveals that coaches make
a conscious effort to be present as some ‘correctional mechanism’ at a point in time where the coaching
process is perceived to be deteriorating. The same study also indicates that coaches work to be present
mostly at the outset of the coaching engagement to ‘get on the same page with clients’ while presence
steadily decreases over time and across sessions. Furthermore, the optimal level of presence is suggested
to highly depend on the contextual situation (e.g., gravity of the issue, client’s characteristics, the quality
of the coaching relationship, organizational factors) between coach and client.
Most importantly, this study enhances our understanding of how presence impacts clients’ selfregulatory capacities through the coaching relationship. It shows that where there is a clear focus on
task-setting, goal orientation and joint task sharing, presence becomes redundant. This finding clearly
suggests that coaching presence is a phenomenon that is not yet sufficiently explored and understood,
in particular with view to the elements that constitute presence and the impact it has both on coach and
client over the course of the coaching engagement. Indeed, it was found that presence can even harm in particular, where there is too much of it - client’s feeling psychologically safe to navigate the edge of
their learning. What is more, findings cannot be associated with any specific techniques or any particular
method used in coaching.
At the same time coaching literature (Jackson, 2017) calls coaching science to shed some light on the sea
of perspectives and practices as well as on what hinders us from making a clear sense of the essence of
presence. Indeed, involving research and scientific evidence in a practice that is so much coveted and so
poorly understood is important as science has the capacity to bridge the gap between what we know and
what we still need to find out more about to grow as a credible practice using presence as a core
competence. Science is also the journey towards rigorous knowledge building that deconstructs our most
closely held beliefs just as much as it supports crafting our new identity as practitioners – humbled by
the serendipity of findings.

So how does presence work in the coaching relationship? Is it the X-factor in coaching?
Realistically, as there is much practical wisdom and many ways in which to conceptualize presence
(Erdös, 2021), addressing this question can be particularly challenging. The findings of the study
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conducted by Erdös and Ramseyer (2021) imply that the extent to which both coach and client
spontaneously respond to each other indicates the extent to which they are able to meet each other’s
needs. This spontaneous mutual responsiveness implies that both have needs in the coaching
relationship – no matter how much coaches might work to not have any. Indeed, the very fact of trying
hard to eclipse needs (i.e., needing to make an impact in coaching, using a specific tool successfully,
asking powerful questions, intent to not be influenced by client’s emotions, the pressure of being present)
appears to create tensions that clearly show in how coaches are capable of responding to client’s needs
at any given moment. Hence, presence works as a somatic needs exchange. The study evidences that
both coach and client bring their needs into the coaching room, and while coaches perceive themselves
as well-tuned-in with their clients – that is as being present – video-taped data show across the board
that they are not, which is also substantiated by client’s self-reports after each session.
The findings about presence detailed above are all very well in theory but what practices enable the
coach to support client’s goal attainment in this complex interactional process of presence? Most
importantly, what is the relevance of the findings for coaches, clients, and coaching eco-systems?
In our view, the complex interactional nature of presence in coaching not only requires us to work with
our needs in a balanced way (i.e., how well we are present vs. how much we are present) in the coaching
relationship, but also to acknowledge that presence is not the ultimate key to success in coaching. We
need to take it with a pinch of salt. It is not the X-factor in coaching unless we learn to apply it with a
reflective stance. Ultimately, it might be more important for our client’s progress if we allowed ourselves
to be authentic (Sutton, 2020) in how we respond to needs in the coaching room rather than being intent
on being perfectly present while not sensing in our body the tension that builds walls between clients
and ourselves by the sheer ‘need’ or ‘want’ to be present as we ‘should’.

What is the complexity in the issue? What is the capacity that we need to develop to tackle
this complexity?
The complexity is what we refer to as Integrative Presence™: a) presence consists of various relational
spheres beyond the coach’s ‘I’; and b) there is no one presence and no one way to practice presence.
Integrative Presence works very much in a similar way as fractals do: fractals are the echo of complexity.
Or, take the short-horned chameleon. Anecdotally, short-horned chameleons do not change colours to
adapt to their environments. It is quite the opposite. Their baseline is camouflage.
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When they are relaxed, they are green. They naturally blend into their home in the forest canopy. They
even mimic leaves by dancing around. But when they feel threated or annoyed or just want to show a
little swagger, that is when their colour changes. They transform into living mood rings. Chameleons
change colours to make a statement and to communicate. The faster their skin changes colour the more
excited they are. This is pretty much similar to what is happening between coach and client in the
coaching room. Our energy will change only when we feel the ‘need’ to ‘make a statement’ without even
uttering a single word.

Integrative Presence comprises the relational quality of
-

our needs exchange in the coaching relationship: “It’s always both.”
our coaching in whichever eco-system we move in with clients: ‘It’s always all.”
our needs as they ripple off in cultures: “It’s always more.”

The capacities we need to develop to tackle this complexity, among other things are:
-

awareness that mostly we have too much presence, or not enough presence
‘dosage’ of our presence in authentic response to the needs emerging in the coaching room
sense through the soma where presence can help and harm
skill up nonverbal responsiveness, as the body keeps the score: it shows where we are with our
true presence beyond our own perceptions
learn that presence is not about the coach: client’s way of being shapes how coaches are beyond
coach’s consciousness
work with the obstacles to presence as the sources of presence-less-ness in the coaching
relationship and beyond
practice with real clients in training to experience the interactional quality of presence
integrate the environment / context as key factors contributing to spontaneous responsiveness
work with default settings – our golden shadow - which limit our potential to connect truly – no
matter what we might think about our own way of showing up.
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Profile
Dr Tünde Erdös, EMCC Senior Practitioner and ICF MCC
Tünde Erdös holds a PhD in Business and Organizational Management as well as an Ashridge Masters
in Executive Coaching.
Tünde’s guiding principle is FAIRness: Flexibility, Accountability, Integrity, and Reliability. Tünde’s
FAIRness approach reflects her dedication to use a meta-lens that covers complex cultural and
organizational contexts. In her EC practice, her area of expertise is presence both in coaching and
leadership, as she is aware that leadership is coaching and coaching is leadership. Tünde has authored
three books and published in peer-reviewed academic journals as well as in non-academic magazines.
She also lectures at HEC / Paris and is a supervisor at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. Tünde’s inspiration
is to encourage coaches and leadership to base their practice harmoniously on professional wisdom and
empirical evidence.
www.tuendeerdoes.com
www.integrative-presence.com

Sandra Henson, MCC
Sandra Henson is an Executive Coach and has run her own coaching practice for 20 years – working
with FTSE 100 and Dow Jones index companies alongside Higher Education and 3rd sector. Sandra was
a research participant in the ground-breaking longitudinal research on Coaching Presence and both
Sandra and her client are contributing authors to the Coaching Science Practitioner Handbook
(published 2020), an unexpected outcome of the project. The experience of participating on the project
has had a deep impact on how Sandra works with clients and how she lives in the world. This lead to the
desire to share at the EMCC conference 2021. Sandra is a qualified Coaching Supervisor and a Coach
Mentor for ICF accreditation.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sandra-henson-master-certified-coach-icf-64b401/
https://www.coachingsciencehandbook.com/
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Dr Grace Kew
Grace Kew holds a PhD in Education. She is an executive coach and a certified Stakeholder Centered
Coach (Marshall Goldsmith). She has over 11 years of outstanding leadership experience and an
unwavering commitment and passion to empower leaders and their teams to reach their goals – without
compromising their well-being. Grace specializes in corporate mental health, leadership growth, team
building and dynamics, building resilience, diversity, equity and inclusion. Grace is also a Chapter
Contributor to The Coaching Science Practitioner Handbook (Erdös & Iglesias, 2020), a non-profit
enterprise with the social impact purpose offering a research grant to inspire coaches to engage in
coaching research in the future.
https://www.gracekewconsultancy.com/meet-grace/
https://www.coachingsciencehandbook.com/
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